


This is the revised edition of Shane Johnson's Mr. Scott's Guide to the Enterprise as published by 
Pocket Books in 1987.  The only major difference from the original is the inclusion of an appendix 
dealing with the Enterprise-A as depicted in ST IV. 
 
The original book had its page headers and section titles printed in red ink.  Everything else was 
in black and white save for the front and back covers, which are as you see here.  We didn't 
bother trying to reproduce the two-tone print job for the pages since it really doesn't add anything.  
The revised edition has the ST IV blurb on the bottom of the front cover, as depicted in this 
archival copy.  The original had no blurb. 
 
Mr. Johnson is a decent illustrator and you'll find internal schematics here that you won't find 
elsewhere save in a blueprint set.  You'll also find a lot of insignia, signs, and labels that aren't 
available in any other official Star Trek publication except for the now-hard-to-find Star Trek Peel-
Off Graphics Book by Lee Cole.  Unfortunately, this book was highly influenced by the FASA 
RPG, which was fairly popular at the time.  Its dates are wrong and the specs it gives on a lot of 
the upgrades to the "Big E" don't match with official fan techdom (Federation Reference Series, 
Ships of the Fleet 2290-91, Jackill's Ships of the Star Fleet, etc.)  It's still useful for its many 
illustrations. 
 
This was the first "official" Star Trek tech book to feature work by Mike Okuda.  He would in time 
become senior graphics desinger for the franchise and (for good or bad) its resident tech expert. 
 
Mr. Johnson was best known before this for his Uniform Recognition Manual.  After this he did the 
ST:TNG Technical Journal for Starlog magazine, which was the very first TNG tech book to hit 
the market.  He also has a lot of other fan tech books to his credit, and not all of them deal with 
Star Trek.   
 
The initial release of this book caused longtime Trek fandom tech effort Geoffery Mandel to make 
his first revision to his own U.S.S. Enterprise Officer's Manual (and for the worse, so say most 
TOS/TAS era fans). 




































































































































































































































































